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We are excited to announce a new collaboration between IAS-USA and the World Congress of Epidemiology 2024.

IAS-USA is partnering with the World Congress of Epidemiology to deliver state-of-the-art HIV Epidemiology content at WCE2024. The combination of workshops, symposia, interactive sessions and abstract-driven content will showcase the latest advances in epidemiological approaches to HIV prevention and treatment.
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Plenary: What has epidemiology learned from modern pandemics: COVID and HIV?

International Epidemiology Databases to Evaluate AIDS
How HIV treatment cohorts have advanced methods in clinical epidemiology

Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis against HIV infection: advances and challenges
Population-based perspectives on HIV acquisition and prevention

Colliding epidemics around the world: HIV and obesity
Exploring the interplay of infectious and non-communicable diseases

For more information visit: www.wce2024.org